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INTRODUCTION
of a few
In this thesis our aim is to give a system atic study
rff spaces. Our
topolog ical genera lization s of compac tness in Hausdo
to compac tmain interes t lies in genera lization s that are related
ons, as the
ness with respect to heredit y for topolog ical operati
produc ts.
taking of closed subsets and the forming of topolog ical
ic characIn particu lar, much effort is made to obtain an intrins
terizat ion of realcom pactnes s (10]

(i.e., a charac terizat ion of real-

proper ties
compac tness in which we do not use explic itly the special
of real-va lued continu ous functio ns).
is natural
When introdu cing a propert y of topolog ical spaces, it
, open subsets
to ask if the propert y is inherit ed by closed subsets
to decide
and topolog ical produc ts. In genera l, it is difficu lt
conditi ons,
whether or not a propert y satisfi es any of these three
in a few
neverth eless, a criteri on which gives a decisiv e answer
is proved
cases is obtaine d in Chapter I. The followi ng result
rff spaces the
(theorem 1.1.3.) : For a produc tive propert y of Hausdo
ary is equiva lent
conditi on of being open-h eredita ry and closed- heredit
questio n whether
with the conditi on of being heredit ary. It is an open
or not the Hausdo rff conditi on is essent ial.
ties which
Also in the first chapter , we investi gate those proper
y of topoloare closed- heredit ary and produc tive. Let ~ be a propert
with propert y
gical spaces. A ~-extension of a space X is a space
ion yX of a
which contain s X as a dense subspac e; a ~ -extens
~
X into any
space X is called ma:x:imal if each continu ous map of
over yX. A space
space Y satisfy ing ~ has a continu ous extensi on
e of a
is called ~-regular if it is homeom orphic with a subspac
product of spaces each of them satisfy ing

~·

We have

the followi ng

conditi on for a
result (theorem 1.2.1.) : A necessa ry and suffici ent
ons for all
propert y of Hausdo rff spaces to allow maxima l ~ - extensi
~

-regula r spaces is that

~

is closed- heredit ary and produc tive.
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This result was obtained independently by HERRLICH [15]. See also
[ 29] and [ 1 7] .
Now, let

~

be the property of compactness. Then a

~-extension

is simply a compactification. Furthermore, it is well-known that every
completely regular space

X

has a (unique)

maximal~

-extension (i.e.

maximal compactification). Namely, the Cech-Stone compactification
satisfies all required conditions. Maximal

~-extensions

6X

have also

been constructed for the properties realcompactness (Hewitt extension

ux, see [10]), E-compactness (ENGELKING and MROWKA [5]), compactness &
zerodimensionali~y (BANASCHEWSKI [3]), and fork-compactness and multracompactness (resp., [15] and [29]). Our general result includes
all of the preceding extension methods as special cases.
In Chapter II we introduce two new topological properties. The
first one, called basiscompactness, is open-hereditary, productive,
and is possessed by all locally compact Hausdorff spaces. Basiscompactness is defined by imposing a compactness condition on a base for the
topology: If

U

is an open base for a space

basiscorrrpact relative to u
collection

u1

X, then

X

if for each centered family

has non empty intersection. A space

X

basiscorrrpact if there exists an open base U such that
compact relative to

u.

is called

u1 c U

the

is called
X

is basis-

Basiscompactness is a stronger version of

subcompactness introduced in [11], but it is weaker than cocompactness introduced in [12]. In metric spaces these three properties are
equivalent, and give an intrinsic characterization of the notion of
topological completeness. We also prove that basiscompactness is
invariant for a special kind of mapping: every perfect irreducible
image of a basiscompact space is basiscompact (theorem 2.1.6.). It
is unknown whether or not such a mapping theorem exists for the
notions of subcompactness and cocompactness.
The second topological property which we introduce in Chapter II
is defined by imposing a compactness condition on a closed subbase:
If

5

called

is a subbase for the closed sets of a space

m-ultracorrrpact relative to 5

X , then

X

is

(m being an infinite cardinal

11

a

an

e
in x for which
numbe r) provi ded that each ultra filte r
each subco llecti on of
satis fies them -inte rsect ion prope rty (i.e.
conve rgent . A space is
cardi nal < m has non empty inter secti on) is
pact relat ive to some
calle d m-ult racom pact iff it is m-ult racom
alent ly, if it ism- ultra close d subba se for its topol ogy, or, equiv
of all close d sets.
compa ct relat ive to the (sub) base consi sting
t, the prope rty of k-com m-ult racom pactn ess resem bles, to some exten
close d-her edita ry and
pactn ess introd uced by HERRLICH [15]: it is
s, and ~ 1 -ultracompact
produ ctive , is posse ssed by all compa ct space
ably parac ompa ct norma l
ness coinc ides w~th realco mpac tness in count
see [10]) . We also
space s (for the defin ition of realco mpac tness
prope rty, i.e., if f
prove that m-ultr ac<>m pactne ss is a fittin g
Y, then both or neith er·
is a perfe ct map of a space X onto a space
em 2.2.6 .).
of X and Y must be m-ult racom pact (theor
relat ive to some subba se 6, then it
shoul d be put on 6 in
is natur al to ask what separ ation cond itions
regul ar space . In the
order that X becom es a realco mpac t comp letely
d put on a space X which
same way we can ask what cond itions we shoul
its open subse ts in order
is basisc ompa ct relat ive to a base U for
. The secon d quest ion is
that X becom es a compa ct Hausd orff space
ts of a space X satis easy to solve . A base 6 for the close d subse
each member s E 6 and
fies the cond ition of base- regul arity if for
s2 ,
that s 1 U s 2 = X, p
point p ~ s, there exist s 1 ,s 2 E 6 such
Hausd orff
s1 = 0. It is easy to prove that a T1 -spac e is compa ct
to a base U for which the
if and only if it is basisc ompa ct relat ive
satis fies the condi tion
corre spond ing close d base e = {x \ ulu E u}
If

X

is

~ 1 -ultracompact

e

Sn

of base- regul arity .
Now, let X be a space which is
close d subba se

~ 1 -ultracompact

15. We must find extra cond itions for 6

relat ive to a
such that the

. This is
becom es a realco mpac t comp letely regul ar space
all zeros ets of X (see
certa inly the case when 6 is the famil y of
nsic condi tions for e
[10] page 153). But we are looki ng for intri
X are scree ned by a
Two subse ts A and B of a topol ogica l space

space

X

12

finite collection of subsets
A

and

~

iff no member of

~

intersects both

for the closed sets of a space

that for each

x

s E6

u

such that

and

x ~ s'

there exist subsets

{si ji=l,2, ... ,n} = s

screened by a finite subcollection of

and each pair

6.

6

X
of
X

6

satisfies
provided

sl,

... ,

(x,S.)
1

satisfies 'the

condition (condition of subbase-nomality ) iff each two
of 6 are screened by a finite cover of X consisting
6.

X

regularity condition (condition of subbase-regularit y)

the

of

6

B. A subbase

s

n
is

nomality

disjoint members
of members of

countability condition if each countable cover of
{x \ sjs E 6} has a countable refinement by members

satisfies the

by members of.

6. Now we have the following result (theorem 3.1.8.): A

T;-space

is a realcompact completely regular space if and only if it is

~ 1 -ultracompact

relative to a closed subbase which satisfies the

regularity, normality and countability conditions. Note (see 3.1.4.)
that for such a subbase
relative to

6

6, the condition of being

~ 1 -ultracompact

is equivalent with the condition that each maximal

centered family of members of

6

with the countable intersection

property has non empty intersection. If we work now within the complementary framework of collections of open sets and open covers, then
it follows that a sufficient condition for realcompactness of a space
is presented by the existence of a "nice" open subbase with the Lindelof
property (i.e. each cover by members of the subbase has a countable
subcover). This answers a question which was raised by J. DE GROOT.
The problem whether realcompactness is equivalent to the existence
of such a "Lindelof subbase" still remains unsolved.
In [12] the conditions of subbase-regularit y and subbase-normality
were introduced. In [1] AARTS showed that for each T -space X, which
1
has a closed subbase 6 satisfying the conditions of subbase-regularit y
and subbase-normality , there exists a Hausdorff compactification

S(6)X

such that the closures in

closed subbase for

S(6)X

S(6)X. See also

of the members of

6

form a

[13], [7] and [31].

In Chapter III we obtain a similar theorem for the realcompact
case:

13

for X
X be a T1 -spac e and 6 be a close d subba se
and coun tabili ty cond itions .
which satis fies the regul arity , norm ality,
ompa ctific ation U(6)X
Then there exist s a comp letely regul ar realc

THEOREM. Let

X with the follow ing prope rties:
6 form a close d
1. The closu res in U(6)X of the members of
arity , norm ality, and count subba se for U(E))X and satis fies the regul
y of this colle ction
abili ty cond itions . Each maxim al cente red famil
in U(6)X.
satis fying c.i.p . has non empty inter secti on
llecti on of 6 with
2. If {s.]. li=l,2 , .•. } is a count able subco
U(E))X have empty inter empty intersectio~, then their closu res in

of

secti on in

u(E))X.

shows that our realIn Chap ter III we also obtai n a resul t which
in respe ct.
comp actifi catio n U(E))X is maxim al in a certa

z

are
Y be T1 -spac es, and suppo se that 6 and
which satis fy the regul arclose d subba ses for X and Y, respe ctive ly,
. If f is a (cont inuou s)
ity, norm ality, and coun tabili ty cond itions
1
for each T E z, then there
map of X into Y such that f- (T) E 6
carri es u(6)X into
exist s a conti nuous exten sion of f which

THEOREM. Let

X and

u(X)Y .

ns of the obtai ned
The final resul ts in Chap ter III are appli catio
le we have the follow realc ompa ctific ation metho d. As a typic al examp
EA} be a colle ction of topol ogica l space s
ing resul t: Let {x a
is a close d subba se of X
EA, 6
EA}. If for
and X = rr{x
and coun tabili ty cond itions ,
which satis fies the regul arity , norm ality,
-1
the sets na (C), where
then the subba se 6 of x consi sting of
and U(E))X is homeo C E 6 (a EA), also satis fies these condi tions
a
EA}.
morph ic with rr{u<ea )X a
Mathe matic al Centr e,
Here I wish to expre ss my grati tude to the
carry on the inves tigati ons
Amste rdam, which gave me the oppo rtunit y to
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which are dealt with in this treat ise. I am
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who caref ully read the manu script and corre
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C01'JVEllrION .S

Throughout this thesis all spaces are considered to be T -spaces,
7
whereas the results are only of practical use for Hausdorff spaces.
"Collection ", "family" and "system" are synonymous for "set",
denotes membership . The empty set will be denoted by 0.
The symbols

and

C

~

mean ordinary inclusion between sets, they

do not exclude the possibility of equality. If
then
to

A\ B

E

will denote the set of points of

A
A

and

B

are sets,

which do not belong

B.
Mappings will be considered as left operators and are writien on

the left of the argument. If

f

is a mapping of

X

into

Y

and

Ac X,

f(A} = {f(a} la EA}. f- 1 (B} = {x E Xlf(x} E B}.

B c Y, then

Italic

latin letters stand for cardinals,

cardinal number of a countable set,

~

~O

stands for the

denotes the cardinal of the

continuum.
The closure of a set
simply

if

A

A, the interior of

in a space

A

in

X

by

will be denoted by

AX

or

A0 •

Collections of subsets of a space are indicated by German letters;
U is a family of subsets of a space X, then the symbol UX is

used to denote the collection of all

UX

and intersectio n of a family of sets

U

n U,

X

for which

U EU. The union

will be denoted by

UU

or

respective ly. Sometimes we are concerned with indexed collections

of sets, like
denoted by
If

X

{x la EA}. The union, intersectio n etc. is then simply
a
EA},
{x la EA} etc.
a
is a space, then an open (sub)base of X is a (sub}base

n

U {xa la

for the open sets of
the closed sets of

X; a closed (sub)base of
X. A subset

Z

of

X

X

is called a zeroset of

if there exists a real-valued continuous function

z

= {x

E xlf(x}

of zerosets of
tion}.

o}.
X

If

X

is a (sub)base for

f

on

X

X

such that

is completely regular, then the collection

is a closed base of

X

(see [10] for more informa-

CHAPTER

I

INVARIANCES OF TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
1. HEREDITARY PROPERTIES
topo logic al spac es is calle d
1.1. 1. Reca ll that a prop erty ~ of
colle ction of spac es
pPoduative iff each prod uct of an arbi trary
calle d hePe ditar y (resp ectiv ely,
havi ng ~. also has prop erty ~; it is
subs pace (resp ectiv ely
aZos ed-h ePed itary , open-hePeditax>y) if each
spac e with ~ also has ~·
close d subs pace , open subs pace ) of a
T -spa ces whic h is clos ed-h ere1.1. 2. LEMMA. Let ~.be a prop erty of 2
is a coll ectio n of subs ets of a
ditar y and prod uctiv e. If {xal a E A}
the prop erty ~. then D =
T2-spa ce Y and if each Xa sati sfie s
{xai a E A} satis fies the prop erty ~·
6 c X be give n by 6 = {x E xj
PROOF. Let X = rr{xa la E A} and let
is the natu ral proj ectio n of X
na(x ) = n 8 (x), Va,S EA} (here na
onto 6 by the cond ition s
onto Xa). Defi ne a mapp ing f of D
us, sinc e the map f follo wed
na(f (p)) = p, Va EA. f is cont inuo
of D into Ka. More over,
by proj ectio n n a is the inclu sion map
y
exis ts an open set U' of
if u is an open set of D then there
1 (U'
6 for
X)
a
D = U whic h impl ies f(U) = na
such that U'
in 6 and cons eque ntly f is
each a. It follo ws that f(U) is open
that 6 has prop erty ~·
a home omor phism . So it rema ins to show
prop erty ~ and ~ is prod ucX has prop erty ~ sinc e each Xa has
it follo ws that 6 is close d in
tive. By the Haus dorff prop erty of Y
e ~ is clos ed-h ered itary .
X, so 6 also has prop erty ~ sinc

n

n

n

n

) • Let ~ be a prop erty of
1 .1 • 3. THEOREM. (See also [ 17] and [ 29]
follo wing cond ition s are
T2 -spa ces whic h is prod uctiv e. Then the
equi vale nt:
(i)

~

(ii)

~

,
is open -here ditar y and clos ed-h ered itary
is here ditar y.
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PROOF.

(i)

We have X

~

(ii). Let

= n{Y \

subspaces of

{p}JP

X

be a subset of a space

E Y\

X}, i.e., X

Y

is an intersection of open

Y. By assumption each open subset of

Y

(ii)~

$.

Consequently

X

has property

$

has property

and by the preceding lemma each intersection of spaces satisfying
also has

$·

with property

$

$·

(i).This is immediately clear.

1.1.4. An easy consequence of the foregoing theorem is that if

$

is

a property of T 2 -spaces which is open hereditary, closed-hereditary,
productive, and is possessed by all compact T 2 -spaces, then

$

is

possessed by every completely regular space.
This corollary can serve as a test for deciding whether or not
some property of T 2 -spaces is inherited by open subsets, closed subsets
or topological products. Consider the properties
LC

=

local compactness, CC

[23] , and RC

=

C

cocompactness [12], K

= realcompactness

= compactness,
= being

a k-space

[10] • The following table is filled

out + or -, depending on whether the property at the head of the
column is or is not of the sort listed on the left.

c

LC

cc

K

RC

closed-hereditary

+

+

-

+

+

open-hereditary

-

+

+

+

-

productive

+

-

+

-

+

If we consider, for instance, the property of being a k-space,
then it is easy to see that this property is closed-hereditary and
open-hereditary (if we restrict ourselves to Hausdorff spaces).
Moreover, each (locally) compact T 2 -space is a k-space. However, we
known that there exist completely regular spaces which are not k-spaces.
Hence the property of being a k-space is not productive.

1.1.5. PROBLEM. Up to the present we have not succeeded in constructing
a property of T 1 -spaces which is open-hereditary, closed-hereditary
and productive, and which is not a hereditary property. Thus the

17
., the Hausd orff
quest ion remai ns open wheth er or not, in 1.1.3
condi tion is essen tial-

2. MAXIMAL

~-EXTENSIONS

prope rty, then a ~ 1.2.1 . Recal l that if ~ is a topol ogica l
~ which conta ins
exten sion of a space X is a space with prope rty
is calle d
x as a dense subsp ace. A ~ -exte nsion yX of a space x
y satis fying
aZ iff each conti nuous map of x into any space

ma.:r:im

exten sion over YX.
~ has a conti nuous
A maxim al ~ -exte nsion YX of a space x
(i.e. determ ined up to a homeo morph ism) by

is uniqu ely determ ined
X, and we have yX = X

if and only if X has prope rty ~·
morph ic with a subA space is calle d ~ -reguZar iff it is homeo
satis fying ~·
space of a produ ct of space s each of them

y into a space
is a contin uous map of a T2 -spac e
homeo morph ism, then $
whose restr ictio n to a dense set X is a
carri es Y \ X into Z \ $(X).

z

LEMMA. I f

PROOF. E.g. [10] page 92.

THEOREM. l) If

~ is a prope rty of T2 -spac es, then the follow ing

statem ents are equiv alent :
al
(a) Each ~ -regu lar space posse sses a maxim
(b) ~ is produ ctive and close d-her edita ry.

~

-exte nsion ,

HERRLICH [15] . See also [17]
l) This resul t was obtain ed indep enden tly by
ON [24] and HU§EK [20] (see
and [29]. Parts of it are conta ined in KENNIS
s).
thesi
this
the notes on page 19 of

18

(a)~

PROOF.

~

(b). Let

be a topological property which satisfies

the condition (a).
First.

~

is productive: Let

having

~

and

~-extension

X
YX

such that each projection map

continuous extension
conditions

= X.

~

Y

~·

satisfying

~-extension

a maximal

of the closed set

(b)

yX, i.e.
~

X

= X.

YX

(a). Let

~

X

i

f

space
i:

x

P

+ p

Y

has

X). By the preceding lemma, the preimage

of Y

i~~

under

is

It follows that

into

X; hence

X

Y

X

has property

(YX

being

is closed
~·

be a topological property which is productive and
X

be a

~-regular space. Denote by
~

v1'b

which contain a continuous

as a dense subspace. By identifying homeomorphic copies,

let

TI{} f)

Ix I. For each

with the property
~

TI(Y,f) o i

Denote by

the closure in

yX

-regular, i

is the desired maximal

COROLLARY. If

~

into

let

Y. For

There exists exactly one continuous map

X

is

X

Evtt,

Y

be the (Y,f)-th projection of the product

iy E.A.t}.

rr{YC(X,

TI(Y,f)" Since
yX

into

of

YX

be the set of all continuous mappings of

E C(X,Y),

X

which carries

Jbbecomes a set with cardinality ~exp exp
C(X,Y)

of

i*

the class of all spaces with property
X

be a closed subset of a

The inclusion map

closed-hereditary, and let

image of

be defined by the

~·

has property

is closed-hereditary: Let

a continuous extension

in

j: YX + X

has a

= na (x) (a EA). It is easy to see that j is the
a
X, hence by the preceding lemma YX \ X = 0, i.e.,

Consequently, X

Second.
space

Tia: YX + Xa. Let

Tia: X + Xa

(j(x))

identity on
YX

{x la EA} be a collection of spaces
a
By assumption X possesses a maximal

= rr{x a la EA}.

p

Of

=

f

for all projection maps

is a homeomorphism of

X

into

P.

i(X). Then, by construction,

~-extension

of

X.

is a property of completely regular spaces, then the

following statements are equivalent:
(a)

~

(b)

compact T2 -spaces.
Every completely regular space possesses a maximal

is closed-hereditary, productive, and is possessed by all

(which is completely regular).

~

-extension

19

PROOF. Substi tute for

~

in the preced ing theorem the proper ty

~

&

comple te regula rity.

1.2.2. NOTES.

J...

If we take for

~

the proper ty of compa ctness, then

tone extens ion
(a) ~ (b) in this coroll ary is precis ely the Cech-S
pactne ss then (a)
theorem . If we take for ~ the proper ty of realcom
l realco mpact ificati on
(b) immed iately yields the existe nce of a maxima
ion theorem
ux for every comple tely regula r space X (Hewit t extens

~

[10]).

cf.

result s of ENGELKING
The above coro1l ary can also be applie d to get
[3] on compac tness
and MROWKA [5] on E-com pactne ss, and of BANASCHEWSKI
and zerodi mensio nali ty. See also [15] and [29] .
which is
24] KENNISON define d the concep t of ~ -refle ction,
yX
nsion. A space
more genera l than the concep t of maxima l ~-exte
yX is a space with
is called a ~ -refle ction of a space X iff 1)
X onto a dense subproper ty ~' 2) there is a contin uous map y of

~

In

YX, 3) for every contin uous map

set of

satisfy ing
f

perty
~

o

~.

f

there exists a contin uous map

of

X

into any space

f: yX + Y

Y

with the pro-

It is shown in [24] that under the hypoth esis that
ction
-hered itary and produc tive, there exists a ~ -refle

y =f.

is closed

X. See also [20], [17] and [16]. Howev er,
stance s yX is a maxiin [24] we get no inform ation under what circum

YX

mal
~

for each Hausdo rff space

~

-exten sion of

X,

The existe nce of maxima l

~

-exten sions may be reform ulated in cate-

maxima l ~-extension
gorica l langua ge. Indeed , the constr uction of a
is adjoin t to the
YX of a space X yields a covari ant functo r which
defini tion of catecorres pondin g forget fullfu nctor (cf. [6] for the
gory, functo r, etc.).

Y,
is a contin uous map of a space X onto a T 2 -space
X x Y define d by
then it is well-kn own that the mappin g h: X +
a closed subspa ce
h(x) = (x,f (x)) is a homeom orphism of X onto
follow ing lemma gener(usual ly called the graph of f) of X x Y. The

1.2.3. If

f

alizes this result .
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LEMMA. Let

X

onto

X

and

Y, and

Y

A, B

be topological spaces, f
subsets of

X

and

a continuous map of

Y, respectively, such that

f-l(B)

Hausdorff space then the mapping

by

= A. If Y is a
h(x) = (x,f(x)) is

a homeomorphism of

of

X x B.

PROOF. It is easy to see that

h

hence it suffices to show that
g: X x B + Y x B

Hausdorff space ·D = { (y,y)ly
h(A)

=g

-1

(D)

is c.losed in

h

is closed in

A

is closed in

into

X x B;

X x B. Let

g(x,y) = (f(x),y). Since

E B}

defined

onto a closed subspace

is a homeomorphism of
h(A)

be defined by

A

Y

is a

Y x B; hence

X x B.

1.2.4. From the preceding lemma we derive the following result:
THEOREM. Let

~

be a property of T 2 -spaces which is inherited by

closed subsets and invariant for the taking of finite topological
products. If
~

f

is a continuous map from a space

onto a T 2 -space

set of

Y

X

Y, then the inverse image under

with property

~.

also satisfies

with property
f

of each sub-

~-

1.2.5. Following the terminology used in [18] a property
logical spaces is called an

fitting property) if whenever
regular space
property

~

X

~

of topo-

almost-fittin g property (respectively
f

.

is a perfect

1)

onto a completely regular space

if (respectively if and only if)

Y

map of a completely
Y, then
has

X

has

~·

Compactness, local compactness, paracompactne ss and countable
paracompactne ss are examples of fitting properties (see [18]). Realcompactness is an example of an almost-fittin g property.

l) A mapping f of a space X into a space Y will be called perfect
if f is continuous, closed (the images of closed sets are closed) and
the inverse image$of points are compact.
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decid ing wheth er or
The follow ing theore m gives a crite rion for
rty.
not some prope rty is an almo st-fit ting prope
se that ~
be a prope rty of topol ogica l space s. Suppo
every (comp letely regul ar)
is close d-her edita ry, and suppo se that for
with any compa ct T2 -spac e
space Y satis fying ~. the produ ct of Y
ting prope rty.
has prope rty ~· Then ~ is an almo st-fit

THEOREM. Let

~

and f a
~
Y be a comp letely regul ar space satis fying
X onto Y. We must show
perfe ct map of ~ comp letely regul ar space
nuous exten sion .of f
that X has prope rty ~· Let f be the conti
denot ing the Cech- Stone
which carri es Sx •into SY (SX and SY
ly). A well-k nown theore m
comp actifi catio ns of X and Y, respe ctive
1
= X (see [18]) . Hence by
of Henri ksen and Isbel l state s that 'f- (Y)
ace of SX x Y. The
1.2.3 ., X is homeo morph ic with a close d subsp
made on the prope rty ~·
theore m now follow s from the assum ption s we
PROOF. Let

letely regul ar
is a prope rty defin ed on the class of comp
has prope rty ~· 2) ~ is
space s such that 1) every compa ct T2 -spac e
from the corol lary in
close d-her edita ry and produ ctive , then we know
X has a (uniq uely deter 1.2.1 . that every comp letely regul ar space
al to ask wheth er or not
mined ) maxim al cp -exte nsion YX. It is natur
subsp ace of SX.
it is true that YX is homeo morph ic with a
We will now show that this is indee d the case.
dense subse t of a space
For each conti nuous map f of X onto a
f which
let f be the conti nuous exten sion of
y satis fying
~·
. and 1.2.4 ., it is
carri es sx onto SY. Using the resul ts in 1.1.2
1
has prope rty ~; f: x -+ y is
easy to see that ox = n {f' <Y>
al ~ -exte nsion of x
conti nuous ; f(X) dense in y} is a maxim

1.2.6 . If

~

Iv

which (by uniqu eness of

YX) is homeo morph ic with

YX.

be a prope rty of comp letely regul ar space s.
:
Then the .follo wing cond itions are equiv alent

1.2.7 . THEOREM. Let

~
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is possessed by every space consisting of a single point;

(i) ~

is invariant for the taking of arbitrary (resp., finite,

~

~

satisfies the condition that

Y satisfying

~.

the product of

compact T 2 -space has property

~·

countable) intersections, and
for each space

Y with any

is closed-hereditary , productive (resp. invariant for finite,

(ii)~

countable products), and is possessed by all compact T 2 -spaces.

LEMMA. A property

~

of completely regular spaces which is invariant

for the taking of finite intersections and which is possessed by all
compact T 2 -spaces, is closed-hereditary .

X.

be a compact extension of

ax

Let

~

be a space satisfying

X

PROOF. Let

y

and

a closed subspace of

Yax and

are subsets of

X

Y, has pro-

~; hence their intersection, which equals

each satisfying

x.

ax

~·

perty

PROOF OF THE THEOREM.

(i) ~ (ii). It is almost obvious that

~

is possessed

compact T 2 -spaces. Indeed, if C is a compact T 2 -space and S
a space consisting of a single point, then by assumption C x S has proall

by

~

perty

and this space is homeomorphic with

It follows from the preceding lemma that
Let us now show that

~

C.
~

{xala

is productive. Let

is closed-hereditary .

EA}

of completely regular spaces each of them satisfying

be a collection

~

(finite pro-

ducts and countable products are treated similarly), and let
rr{xala

EA}.
71~~

extension
71~

-1

of

Each projection map

a

which carries

(Xa). By 1.2.3. each

Sx

that

x

xa

X'

sx

X(a)

71

into

onto

x

of

a

sx

For

a

{x(a) Ja E A}

X'

(i*(x))a =

71~(x)

(a

EA)

i'l~:

X'

4-

~·

~· But

also satisfies

and the mapping

bedded in

X

(ii)~

has a continuous

a
a E A, set

X(a)

=

Our assumption yields

x

is densely em-

defined by the conditions

is continuous and is the identity on

quently it follows from the lemma in 1.2.1. that
property

=

is homeomorphic with a closed subspace

and hence satisfies the property

n

x

x

~·

(i). This follows at once from 1.1.2.

X'

= X,

X. Conse-

i.e. X

has
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the taking
EXAMPLE. The propert y of paracom pactnes s is not invaria nt for
of finite interse ctions.
invaria nt for
Indeed, it is well-kn own that paracom pactnes s is not
Hence, it follows
the taking of finite topolog ical produc ts (see [23]).
propert y of parathat conditi on (ii) in 1.2.7. is not satisfi ed for the
and a compact
compac tness. Since the product of a paracom pact space
follows from
T 2 -space is again a paracom pact space (see [27]), it
taking of finite
1.2.7. that paracom pactnes s is not invaria nt for the
interse ctions.

CHAPTER II

BASISCOMPACTNESS AND m-ULTRACOMPACTNESS

In the previous chapter we have seen that those topological properties which are closed-hereditary and productive are of special
interest in the theory of extensions of mappings. In this chapter we
shall introduce two new topological properties. The first one, called
basiscompactness, is open-hereditary and productive. The second one,
called m-ultracompactness, is closed-hereditary and productive. Both
properties are defined by imposing a kind of compactness condition
on a subbase for the topology. Later (Chapter III), it will be shown
that by imposing certain separation conditions on the subbase, we
obtain equivalence with compactness and realcompactness.

1. BASISCOMPACTNESS
In this section we introduce the notion of basiscompactness which
is, roughly speaking, a wtak form of compactness relative to some open
base of the space. Basiscompactness is a stronger version of subcompactness introduced in [11], but it is weaker than cocompactness introduced
in [12]. For metric spaces, these three properties are equivalent and
give intrinsic characterizations of the notion of topological completeness (see also [8] and [30]). We also prove that basiscompactness is an
invariant for perfect irreducible mappings (for the properties subcompactness and cocompactness this is an open question).

U an open base for its topology. X is
called basiscorrpact relative to U provided that for each centered
system 0 of members of U, the collection ~ has non empty intersection.
A space X is called basiscorrpact if there exists a base U for its
topology such that X is basiscompact relative to U.
2.1.1. Let

X

be a space and
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rela tive to some base
is a spac e whic h is basis comp act
ask what sepa ratio n cond ition s we
lt for its open sets , then we can
becom es a comp act Haus dorff spac e.
shou ld put on U in orde r that X
a spac e X is said to satis fy
A base 6 for the close d sets of
if for each poin t p of X and
the aond ition of base-Pegular>ity
ts s 1 ,s 2 E 6 satis fyin g
SE 6 not cont ainin g p, there exis
d a sare enin g of the
s1 U s 2 = X, pi. s 2 , Sn s1 = 0. (S1 ,s2) is calle
sets of a spac e X is calle d
pair (p, S) . A base U for the open
{x \ ulu EU} sati sbase -reg ular if the corre spon ding close d base

2.1.2.

If

X

of base -reg ular ity.
Now we have the follo wing resu lt:

fies the

condit~on

is
Haus dorff spac e if and only if it
THEOREM. A T1 -spa ce is a comp act
h is base -reg ular.
basis comp act rela tive to a base whic
the
be a T1 -spa ce and U a base for
tive to whic h X is basJs comp act.
topo logy that is base -reg ular rela
dorff spac e, for i f p and q
Set 6 = {x \ U lu E U}. X is a Haus
by the T1 -pro perty of X, there
are diffe rent poin ts of X, then
of
q E S, and a scree ning cs1 ,s 2 )
exis ts SE 6 such that pi. s,
that X \ s 2 and X \ s1 are
(p,S) by memb ers of 6. It follo ws
q, resp ectiv ely.
disj oint neigh borh oods of p and
e
of memb ers of 6. In orde r to prov
Now, let 6 1 be a cent ered syste m
icien t to prov e that 6 1 has non
the comp actne ss of X, it is suff
U 1 C: U by the cond ition U 1
empt y inte rsec tion in X. Defi ne
is a cent erad syste m
{u EU (s c: U for some s E 6 1 }. Obvi ously tt 1
actne ss of X rela tive to U,
of memb ers of U; thus by basis comp
•
it suff ices to prov e that p En 6 1
ther e exis ts p En U1 and henc e
S E 6 1 such that p i. s. Sinc e U
Let us supp ose that there exis ts
ning cs1 ,s 2 ) of (p,S) by
is base -reg ular, there exis ts a scree
and pi. X \Si · Howe ver, by conmemb ers of 6. We have s c: x \ s1
. This give s the desi red cont rastru ctio n, x\ s1 E U 1 , thus p i. n 1

PROOF.

Suff icien cy.

Let

X

u

dicti on
r!
Nece ssity : This is imm ediat ely clea
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PROPOSITION. A locally compact Hausdorff space is basiscompact relative
to the base consisting of the open sets with compact closure.
PROOF. Obvious.

2.1.3.

PROPOSITION.~·

The property basiscompactn ess is inherited by

arbitrary topological products.

£·

Each open subset of a regular

basiscompact space is basiscompact. c. The property of basiscompactness is in general not inherited by closed subspaces.
{xala EA}

PROOF. a. Suppose
each

Xa

rr{x a la E A}

and

U

rr{ua la

for finitely many

a. We will show that

a E A
X

E

[S}
X

whose

U

X

ua is a member of
for the remaining indices

where

u.

For each

is a centered system of members

a

U. Let

E A, the
1)
of u
a

for each
a'th co0rrljnate equals

closures of the members of
b. If

A}

ua = Xa

ly, there exists
point of

a

is basiscompact relative to

centered system of members of
{ 11 aulu

and

E

=
x consist-

x

U . Let

the base for the product topology of

ing of all sets of the form
Ua

is a collection of topological spaces,

being. basiscompact relative to a base

and consequentp
p

be the
is in the

lS·

is a regular space which is basiscompact relative to a base

for its topology and if

0

is an open subset of

X, then

0

basiscompact relative to the base consisting of the elements of
whose closures in
c.

2)

be a

collection

a. Let

pa. Then

0

X

are contained in

is

U

0.

It follows from 2.1.2. and a that each product of real lines is

basiscompact. Since the space

Q of rational numbers is homeomorphic
I

with a closed subspace of such a product (see [10]) it suffices to
show that

Q is not basiscompact. Suppose, on the contrary, that

is basiscompact relative to a base

U

for its open subsets. Take an

l) Without loss of generality we may suppose that
2)

Compare with [12].

Q

xCl. EU
Cl.

for each

a. E A.
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r1

such that

of

r 1 ,r 2 , ... ,rn' ...

enume ration

~

u1

while

Q. Obvio usly there exists

u1

EU

is

0. If for 1

u1 i

<

k < n

Uk

EU

Uk i 0 for
alread y define d such that Uk c Uk-l' rk ~Uk,
r E Un which is not
k = 2, ,, .,n, then, take some ration al numbe r
of U with the proin {r1 , ... ,rn+l} and let Un+l be a member
so const ructed
pertie s r E Un+l c Un+l c Un' rn+l ~ Un+l· The
of membe rs of U
collec tion {un ln=l,2 , ... } is a cente red system
{u ln=l,2 , ... } = 0. This contr adicts the
ln=l,2 , ... } =
and
n
n
U.
assum ption that Q is basisc ompac t relati ve to

n

n{u

basisc ompac t relati ve
2.1.4 . PROPOSITION. Every basisc ompac t space is
In fact, if X is
to a base which is closed under finite union s.
basisc ompac t relati ve
basisc ompac t relati ve to U then X is also
which are finite union s
to UV (i.e. the collec tion of subse ts of X
of membe rs of U).
a cente red system
PROOF. Suppo se, on the contra ry, that there is
~ = 0. Using Zorn's lemma we can easily prove
l) cUV such that
of membe rs of UV
that there exists a maxim al cente red system @
fixed a. E A, there
which conta ins lj. I f l) = { Fa. Ia. E A} , then for
i=l,2, ... ,n} of U such that
exists a finite subco llectio n {u.I
l.
of @,we can selec t
Fa.= U {uili= l,2, ... ,n} El) C @,By maxim ality
us denote this Ui by
an index i (1 ::_ i :5_ n) such that Ui E @; let
c n { Fa. Ia. E A} = 0; thus basis UN • By assum ption we have n { a. Ia. E A}
~
existe nce of a finite
compa ctness of X relati ve to U yields the
} with empty inters ection .
subco llectio n {u ,U , ... ,U } of {Ua. la.EA
a.k
a.l a.2
.
contr adicts the fact that @ is a cente red system
this
@,
E
Since Ua.

n

u

i

gical space is called
2.1.5 . Recal l that an open set 0 of a topolo
0 = O. A space is called semir egula r if
regula r open provid ed that
it has a base consi sting of regul ar open sets.

o

is basisc ompac t
PROPOSITION. Every semir egula r basisc ompac t space
sets.
relati ve to a base consi sting of regula r open
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PROOF. Let
to a base
{u 0 /u E

X
U

u};

be a semiregular space which is basiscompact relative
for its topology. Denote by

by the

semiregularity Of

x

U'

the collection

u'

i t follows that

a base for the topology. We will show that

X

is also

is basiscompact relative

{u 0 / U E U1 } be a centered system (U 1 c U). Then U1 is
also a centered system, since for each finite subcollection {u1 , ... ,un}
-o
-o
of U, the assertion u 1 n ... n Un= 0 implies u 1 n ... n Un= 0.
Thus by assumption we have n {u/u E U1 } f. 0. Since U = Uo--, we also

U' . Let

to

have

n {uo--Ju

E U1 } f. 0, proving that

x

is basiscompact relative to

11 ' •

2.1.6. Recall that a mapping
called

f

from a space

X

onto a space

Y is

perfect if it is continuous, closed (the images of closed sets

are closed) and the inverse images of points are compact. f

is called

irreducible if

f(S) f. Y

THEOREM. If

is a perfect irreducible map of a basiscompact space

X

f

onto a space

Y, then

for each proper closed subset

S

of

X.

Y is basiscompact.

Before proving this theorem we first mention a few properties of perfect
and perfect irreducible mappings, which are known from the literature.
For the sake of completeness we also give the proofs.

LEMMA 1. Let

U

f

be a perfect map of a space

a base for the topology of

Then the collection

PROOF. Let

0

of

let

0

by

f(X \

onto a space

Y and

which is closed under finite unions.

U) /u EU}

constitutes a base for the

Y.

topology of

f-l(p)

{Y \

X

X

be a neighborhood of a point
U

q

p

Y. For each point

in

q

be a basicneighborhood of q which is mapped into
f- 1 (p) yields the existence of a finite

f. The compactness of

subcollection
By assumption
open set of

{u 1 , ... ,U }
q
~n

of

{u /q E f- 1 (p)}
q

which covers

U = U {u . li=l,2, ... ,n} EU and Y \
q1
Y satisfying p E Y \ f (X \ U) c 0.

f(X \

U)

f

-1

is an

(p).
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f

be topolo gical spaces and

Y

and

X

LEMMA 2. Let

a perfec t map

such that
Y. Then there exists a closed subset S of X
map of S onto Y.
the restri ction map fls is a perfec t irredu cible

of

onto

X

=

1J

PROOF. Let

{Fala EA}
f(Fa)

with the proper ty

be the family of all closed subset s of X
Y. Define a partia l order <on 0 such that

rs 1

{Fala E A1 c A}
point of Y. Then
be an arbitr ary chain of 1J and y an arbitr ary
ctness of f- 1 (y)
{Fan f- 1 (y) la E A1 } is a center ed system and compa
E A1 } E lS· Thus 01
yields n {Fala E A1 } n f-l(y) ~ 0, i.e. n {Fala
conclu de that 1J has
has an upper bound in lj. Using Zorn's lemma, we
is a perfec t irredu cible
a maxima l elemen t S. The restri ction map fls

S

map of

be a closed irredu cible map of a space X
is an open set of X, then f (0) = Y \ f (X \ 0) •

0

f

f(O) c Y \

PROOF. It suffic es to prove
0) U f-l (Y \

f[ (X \

f (X \

O c f-l(Y \

c

f(X \
f (X \

Y \

0)

f(X \

= Y, and since

0) )]

(X \

map, it follow s that

f(O)

FS c Fa. Let

Y.

onto

LEMMA 3. Let
Y. If

holds iff

Fa < FS

the inequa lity

U f- 1 (Y \ f(X \

onto a space

0). I t is eviden t that

f
0))

0)). Thus from the closed ness of

is an irredu cible
X, i.e.,
f, we conclu de that

0)).

PROOF OF THE THEOREM.

X

be a basisco mpact space and

X

Let

onto

Y. It follow s from

to a base
collec tion

U

1J

a perfec t irredu cible map of

that

X

= {Y \

f (X \

Y

is basisco mpact relativ e to

U) lu E U 1 }

u1

Indeed if there would exist

u 1 , ... ,Un E U 1

{x \

u 1 , ... ,X \

Un}

FU.

be a center ed system of membe rs of FU.
is a center ed system of membe rs of U.

Then it is easy to see that

then

is basisco mpact relativ e

the
which is closed under finite unions . By lemma 1
gy of
FU = {y \ f(X \ U)) !u EU} is a base for the topolo

Y. We shall prove that
Let

2.1.4.

f

is a cover of

with empty inters ection ,

X. Conseq uently
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{f(X \

u 1 ), ... ,f(X \Un)}

n {y \

f(X \
X

ness of

n

{Y \

En

En
E U1 }

u>lu

E U 1 }.

{fCUJu

f(U) = Y \ f (X \ U)
f(X \

p

yields the existence of a point

U

f(p)

Hence

lemma we have
f(p)

-

-

relative to

E U 1 }.

{uJu

0, which is impossible. Basiscompact-

U.)11 < i < n}
l.

i.e.

f(X) = Y

is a cover of

=

However by the previous

for each

n ~·This

in

U E U 1 ; thus

completes the proof of the

theorem.

REMARK. It is an open problem whether or not the above result remains
valid for arbitrary perfect mappings (not necessarily irreducible).
Note that every perfect image of a basiscompact metrizable space is
basiscompact (this follows at once from 2.1.6., lemma 2 and the next
theorem) .

2.1.7. THEOREM. A metrizable space is basiscompact if and only if it
is topologically complete.
(M,p)

PROOF. Necessity (compare with [11]). Let
metric space. Let

(M*,P)

We will show that

M

is a

be a basiscompact
(M,p).

denote the (metric) completion of

M*, which yields a proof

G0 -subset of

of this part of the theorem by the ALEXANDROFF-HAUSDORFF theorem.

U

Let
M
U

is basiscompact. Define for each

<~}.Observe
].

that for each

is a cover of
such that

u and

of
that

M =

U*

nM=

U

U. Since

are equal. Define

U*

n {otli=l,2, ... } .
].

not an element of
the property

M. For each

E ur.

p

system of members of
yields

M*, the diameters

is dense in

u

].

].

Let us suppose that

E Ui

Ui

with

is a centered

{uiji=l,2, ... }

U; hence basiscompactness of

~ 0.

we shall prove

].

n {otli=l,2, ... }. Let us
n {otji=l,2, ... } which is

Mc
in

E u.};

{u*IU

i, select a member

The collection

n {'it.1ii=l,2, ... }
].

p

M, thus

be an open set of

U*

let

or =

Trivially

= { U E U diam

is an open base for

EU,
M

I

= 1, 2, ... ,U i

i

i, Ui

M. For each

suppose that there exists a point

U

M relative to which

be a base for the metric topology of

relative to

M
q

is a point
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~

of

n {~ii=l,2, ... }.

U*

tend to zero, there exists a natural number

i

p

Clearly

and the closure in M* of
-M*
i=l, 2, ... } = n
q ~ n { ut

I

u~

and because the diameters of the

q

such that

n

is disjoint from

{'i?li=l,2, •.. } (since

E Uri

p

q. It follows that
M

M*).

is dense in

].

This gives the desired contradicti on.
Sufficiency . We first note that a zerodimens ional completely metrizable
space M is basiscompa ct. Indeed, by virtue of the zerodimens ionality
of

M, there exists for each

i

a cover

Ui

of

M

1
pairwise disjoint clopen sets each of diameter< i

u

is basiscompa ct relative to

M

Thus

consisting of
(see (26] page 22).

{uili=l,2, .•. }. If

M

is an

arbitrary (not necessary zerodimens ional) completely metrizable space,
then a theorem of MORITA (see [27] or [28] for a simpler proof) states
is the image of a zerodimens ional completely metrizable space
under a perfect mapping f. By virtue of lemma 2 we may suppose that
f is an irreducible mapping. Hence, M being a perfect irreducible image
M

that

of a basiscompa ct space is basiscompa ct by theorem 2.1.6.

2.1.8. An obvious modificatio n of the proof of 2.1.7. yields the following more general result.
THEOREM. A regular space is a completely metrizable space if and only
if it is basiscompa ct relative to a a-locally finite base for its
topology.

2.1.9. THEOREM. Each basiscompa ct regular space is a Baire space.
{Aili=l,2, ... }

PROOF. Let

be a countable collection of nowhere dense

to a base

U

which is basiscompa ct relative

X

closed subsets of a regular space
for its topology. Let

0

By induction we construct for each k
of

U

with the properties

i=l,2, ... ,k. Fork= 1, let
closure is contained in

0

Ui c Ui-l

u1

be a non empty open set of
1,2, ... non empty elements
and

Ui

n Ai

= 0

Uk

for

be some non empty element of

and which is disjoint from

X.

A1 . If

U

whose

Uj for
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1 < j
p

k is already defined with the desired properties, then let

<

uk-1 which is not in
u which satisfies p

be some point of

being an element Of
The collection

u.

bers of

{uklk=1,2, •.. }

X \

thus defined is a centered system of mem-

Thus, by basi.scompactness of

Uk's insures that

D n

U {A.l Ii=l, 2, •.. }

U

Uk as

E Uk c Uk c Uk-1' Uk n Ak =Iii.
relative to

X

0.

D = n{uklk=l,2, ... } = n{uklk=l,2, ... } i

that

and define

Ak

{Aili=l,2, ... } = l!i

is a dense subset of

U, it follows

The construction of the
DC O. Thus

and

X. This completes the proof

of the theorem.

2. m-ULTRACOMPACTNESS

In this section we define the concept of m-ultracompactnes s for
any infinite cardinal number

m. m-ultracompactnes s resembles, to some

extent, the property k-compactness introduced by HERRLICH [15], and
for

m =

~l'

the property almost-realcompac tness introduced by FROLIK

[9].
m-ultracompactnes s is closed-hereditary and productive, it is possessed
by all compact spaces, and

~ 1 -ultracompactness

coincides with realcom-

pactness in countably paracompact normal spaces. Furthermore, m-ultra-

space

X

onto a space

is a perfect map of a

f

compactness is a fitting property, i.e., if

Y, then both or neither of

X

and

Y

must be

m-ultracompact.

2.2.1. A family of subsets of a topological space

X

has

them-inter-

seation property (m being an infinite cardinal number) provided that
every subcollection of cardinal < m has non empty intersection. If
E5 is a closed subbase for a space X, then X is called m-ultraaompaat relative to
~

n

~

E5

iff each ultrafilter

~

in

X, for which

satisfies them-intersection property, is convergent. A space
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subbas e ·S
is called m-uZtr acompa ct if there exists a closed
e to 5.
its topolo gy such that X is m-ultra compa ct relativ

for

X

lent with N0 -ultra 2.2.2. It is obviou s that compac tness is equiva
n N1 -ultrac ompac tcompa ctness. There also exist relatio nships betwee
regula r space is realness and realco mpactn ess. Indeed , a comple tely
the (sub)b ase consis tcompac t iff it is N1 -ultrac ompac t relativ e to
r III we shall genera lize
ing of all zerose ts ((10, page 153]). In chapte
a subbas e 5 such that
this result and obtain separa tion condit ions for
implie s realcom pactne ss and comple te

5

N1 -ultrac ompac tness relativ e to
regula rity (see theorem 3.1.8) .

is m-ultra compa ct relativ e to some closed subl center ed family
base 5, then it is easy to prove that each maxima
ty has non empty interof member s of 5 with them- inters ection proper
N ) that under certai n
sectio n. In the next chapte r we prove (form = 1
the latter statem ent also implie s the former (lemma
condit ions on 5
this is true for
3.1.4. ). Althou gh we do not know whethe r or not
result .
arbitr ary subbas es we still have the follow ing

2.2.3. If a space

PROPO SITION . Let

X

be a space and

X

5

a closed subbas e for

with

X

the m-inte rsectio n
the proper ty that each subco llectio n of 5 with
m-ultra compa ct relaproper ty has non empty inters ection . Then X is
tive to

5.

PROOF. Let

be an ultraf ilter in

~

X

0 n5

such that

satisf ies

on the contra ry, ~
the m-inte rsectio n proper ty. Let us suppos e that,
{x \ sis E 5} is a
has no limit point in X. Since the collec tion
subbas e for the open sets of
subbas icneigh borhoo d
{X \

I t follow s that

n {sp IP
{s

Pa

Ex} =

laEA}

of

0.

SP

X \
S

p

J

p E:

X, there exists for each
of

x}

which is not a member of

is a cover of

X

a
~.

and conseq uently

By assump tion there exists a subco llectio n
{slpE X}

P

ofcar dinal ity'm

sectio n. This contra dicts thut
proper ty.

p

p E X

3n6

withe mptyi nter-

satisf ies them- inters ection
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2.2.4. We shall say that an ultrafilter

n

in a space

is an m-

X

ultrafilter (m being an infinite cardinal number) provided that the
collection of closed members of {l

satisfies the m-intersection

property. Then it is obvious that a space is m-ultracompact if and
only if each m-ultrafilter is convergent.

lj

LEMMA. Let

be an m-ul trafil ter in a space

continuous mapping. The collection ~
base for an m-ultrafilter in
PROOF. It is obvious that
Let

{s la EA}

X

{f(F) IF E lS}

f: X

-+

Y a

constitutes a

Y.

~

~·

is a base for an ultrafilter

be a family of closed sets of

CL

and

~·

in Y.

with cardinal < m.

Clearly every Sa intersects every f(F) (FE~). Consequently, every
f- 1 (s ) is a non empty closed subset of X which meets every member
CL
Of
Since
is an m-ultrafilter, {f- 1 (sa>la EA} is a subcollec-

a.

a

tion of0

n

and

{f- 1 (s >la
CL

EA}~ fll. It follows that

{s la EA}
CL

has non empty intersection.

2.2.5. THEOREM. For every cardinal m the property m-ultracompactness
is closed-hereditary and productive.
PROOF. Let
let

{x CL Ia E A}

be a collection of m-ultracompact spaces and

rr{xa Ia E A}. For an m-ultrafilter

x

a

in

X, let

OCL

= { 7[ CLF IF E (5 } for a E A. By the previous lemma, each tj CL is a base
for an m-ultrafilter in Xa which is convergent to a point Pa in

Xa. The point

of

n ; hence t5

point of
Now let

p

X

n {'F IF

coordinate is

Y

0'
E !j I

}

pa

is a limit

is a convergent filter.
Y a closed subspace of

is m-ultracompact. Suppose that

Y. The preceding lemma shows that

ultrafilter
p E

a'th

be an m-ultracompact space and

We will show that
filter in

X whose

0

X which is convergent, to some

c n

fFY IF

E

a}.

Hence

rs

is an m-ultra-

is a base for an m-

in

Y. This completes the proof of the theorem.

1J

X.

p EX. Clearly

is a convergent filter in
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2.2,6. THEOREM. Every space
m-ultra compa ct space

which is the perfec t image of some

Y

under a mappin g

X

is m-ultr acomp act. More-

f

over, m-ultr acomp actnes s is a fitting proper ty.
PROOF. Let

tJ

filter in

X

be an arbitr ary m-ult rafilte r in
1
which contai ns the family f- (0)

shall first prove that

that there exists a family

6

~

an ultra-

{f -1 ( F) JFE

13}.

We

X. Let us suppos e

is an m-ult rafilte r in

~

and

Y

of closed member s of

~

of cardin al

may suppos e
m with empty inters ection . Withou t loss of genera lity we

<

rs of f(6)
is closed under finite inters ection s. The membe
are closed subset s of Y and they inters ect each
= {f(S) Js E
able to choose
member of ~· Conseq uently , f(6) c G and we are
1
sJs E 6}
since ~ is an m-ult rafilte r in Y. Now {f- (p)
p En f(6)
1
of f- (p) yields
is a center ed system in X and so compa ctness
6 ~ 0, which contra dicts our assump sJs E 6} ~ 0. Hence
{f- 1 (p)
n (ix ~ 0, and consetion.T he space X being m-ultra compa ct implie s
-y
from 1.2.5.
quentl y, n\J ~ 0. The second statem ent follow s
~

that

6}

n

n

n

n

al number ~a
2.2.7. THEOREM. (compa re with [15]). For each cardin
is ~a-ultracompact
there exists a comple tely regula r space T a which
but not ~ -u1tracompact for 8 < a.

8

{sis
is not a limit cardin al then the collec tion Ta=
topolo gy, is a space
an ordina l < wa }, endowe d with the usual order
t for 8 < a. Indeed ,
which is ~a-ultracompact but not ~ 8 -ultracompac
ultraf ilter ~ in
it is wellkn own that there exists exactl y one free

PROOF. If

~a

is an

~a- 1 -ultrafilter

but not an

~a-ultrafilter.

is a limit cardin al number , then let

a

= sup

{~ Jy E
Y

r}

where

Ty for
is a non limit cardin al smalle r than ~a· Define
IT {Tyjy E r}. It is obviou s that Ta is
as above, and let Ta
. Ta
for it is the produc t of ~a-ultracompact spaces

~y

each
y E

~

r

~a-ultracompact,

is not

~ 8 -ultracompact

exists 8 < a such that
fy
Ty

8

< y < a

is

~

• Since

for 8 < a. Indeed , if on the contra ry there
Ta is ~ -ultracompact, then let y E r satis-

8

TY

is a closed subspa ce of

T

a

it follow s that

is impos sible. The theorem now follow s.
8 -ultracompact, which
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2.2.8. THEOREM. In a countably paracompact normal space

X, the follow-

ing conditions are equivalent
1. X

is realcompact

2. X

is

~ 1 -ultracompact

3. For every maximal centered system
~

'fl of open sets for which

satisfies the countable intersection property, the inter-

section

n

'fl

is non empty (i.e., X

is almost-realcompact

in the sense of [ 9] ) •
PROOF. The pattern of proof is 1 ==> 2 ==> 3 ==> 1.
1 ==> 2. Recall (cf. [10] page 153) that a space is realcompact iff
each ultrafilter, for which the collection of zerosets satisfies the
countable intersection property, is convergent.
2 ==> 3. Let

'fl

be a maximal centered family of open sets. By Zorn's

lemma there exists an ultrafilter
tion.We shall prove that
that

u

'J

~

~ 1 -ultrafilter.

is an

'fl

which contains

is convergent, and in particular,

n $)

~

as a subcollec-

Then it will follow

0.

Let us suppose, on

{s.1

the contrary, that there exists a countable collection
~

of closed members of

{x \

I

S. i=l, 2, ... }
l

with empty intersection. The family

is obviously a countable cover of

virtue of the countable paracompactness of

{T.

able closed refinement
Since

'fl

li=l,2, ..• }

J

X

X

which, by

(see [ 27]) has a count-

lj=l, 2, ... } .

satisfies the countable intersection property, there exists

a natural number

k

such that

Tk

intersects each member of

'fl.

1 such that Tk c X \ s 1 or, equivalently,
be an open neighborhood of
1 whose closure
(use the normality of X). By maximality of 'f),

Select a natural number
Tk

n

S1 = 0, and let

is disjoint from
we have
intersect

0

E~

s

0

Tk

and consequently,

0

is a member of

'fl

which does not

Tk. This gives the desired contradiction.

3 ==> 1. This was already proved by FROLIK [9].

2.2.9. THEOREM. Let

f

be a perfect map of a space

Y

X

is countably paracompact and normal. Then

and suppose that

is realcompact if and only if

X

is realcompact.

X

onto a space
Y
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bly paraco mpact
PROOF. A well known result states that Y is counta
2.2.8 .
and norma l. So the theore m follow s from 2.2.6. and
[9] (he stated
2.2.10 . NOTES. 2.2.9. was first proved by FROLIK
tially used count2.2.9 . for norma l space s, but in the proof he essen
able paraco mpact ness).
space is not neces It is known that a perfe ct image of a realco mpact
a who constr ucted a
sarily realco mpact . This was alread y known to Mrowk
closed realco mpact subsp aces.
T 3 ~ space which is the union of two
prope rty of k-com pactAdded : Rusek proved that for every cardin al k the
ry to the conce pt of m-ult raness is not preser ved by perfe ct maps in contra
Astr. Phys. 20 (1972)
compa ctness . (Bull. Acad. Pol. Sci. Ser. Sci. Math.

41-45 ).

tness does not imply
The above remark s then prove that ~ 1 -ultracompac
relati on betwee n m-ult rarealco mpact ness in gener al. The same holds for the

compa ctness and k-com pactne ss.

CHAPTER III

A GENERAL REALCOMPACTIFICATION METHOD

1. THE REALCOMPACTIFICATION

U(6)X

3.1.0. Let

X be a T1 -space. For closed subbases of X we consider
two separation conditions, namely the conditions of subbase-regularity

and subbase-normality (for a precise definition see 3.1.1. of this thesis).
The definitions are such that in case
the family of zerosets of

X

X

is completely regular, then

is a (sub)base which satisfies the con-

ditions of subbase-regularit y and subbase-normality . In general, however, our subbases will not be closed under the set theoretical operations of taking finite unions and finite intersections.
In [1] AARTS has proved that if
closed sets of a space

6

is a subbase for the

X, which satisfies the conditions of subbase-

regularity and subbase-normality , then there exists a Hausdorff compact-

6(6)X

ification

of

X

such that 1) the closures in

6(6)X

of the

members of

6

form a closed subbase for

6(6)X, 2) every two disjoint

members of

6

have disjoint closures in

6(5)X. In particular, if we

take for

6

that S (6)X

the family of all zerosets, then the construction insures
coincides with the Cech-Stone compactification of

X.

In this section an analogous result is obtained for the realcompact
case. If

6

is a closed subbase for a space

X

which satisfies the

conditions of subbase-regularit y and subbase-normality , and moreover,
satisfies a certain countability condition, then there exists a (unique)
completely regular realcompactificat ion
ing properties: 1) The closures in
closed subbase for

u(6)X

U(E))X

of

X with the follow-

of the members of

6

form a

U(6)X; each maximal centered family of this collec-

tionwiththe countable intersection property has non empty intersection,
2) If a countable family of members of
then their closures in

6

has empty intersection in X,

u(6)X have empty intersection in

The basic construction of

U(6)X

is as follows: Let

u(6)X.
S(6)X

be the
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of

X

union of the closures in

u.

of the members of

8(5)X

The intersec tion of all these subspace s, when
all the countabl e covers of X by members of

which is the

8(6)X

6, consider the subspace of

by members of

U

describe d above. For each countabl e cover

X

compact ification of

is running through

U

6, yields our real-

u(5)x.

compact ification

maximal centered family of members of

if and only if each

U(6)X = X

As in the previous result we have

6

with the countab le intersec tion

c charact eriproperty has non empty intersec tion, this yields an intrinsi
zation of realcomp actness which seems to be new.

3.1.1. Two subsets
be

A

and

B

screened by a finite family
~

and each element of
A subbase

6

~

meets at most one of

A

if

X

of subsets of

and

for the closed sets of a space

X

are said to

X

of a topolog ical space

~

covers

X

B.
satisfie s the

conditio n of subbase -regular ity if for each S E 6 and x ~ S, there
,n} ~ S
exist subsets s 1 , ... , Sn of 6 such that U {siJi=l, 2, ...
and each pair

6

satisfie s the

elements of

~

(x,S.)

6

1

is screened by a finite ·subcoll ection of

6.

conditio n of subbase -normal ity if each two disjoint
are screened by a finite subcolle ction of

6.

subbase
If no confusio n is possible , then, instead of saying that a
say
satisfie s the conditio n of subbase -regular ity, we simply will

satisfie s the regulari ty conditio n. The expressi on "conditi on
Note, that
of subbase- normalit y'' will be abbrevia ted in a similar way.
than
the conditio n of subbase -regular ity (subbase -normali ty) is weaker
2.
the conditio n of base-reg ularity introduc ed in Chapter II, section
that

5

is a
EXAMPLES. 1. The family of all closed sets of a regular space
closed (sub)bas e which satisfie s the regulari ty conditio n.
(sub)
2. The family of all closed sets of a normal space is a closed
(cf. [10]
base which satisfie s the regulari ty and normalit y conditio ns
page 17).
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3. Let

X

be a set and

C

be a family of mappings of

X

into

R

with

the following properties:
a. C

separates points

b. C

contains all constant mappings

c.
d.

f

E c ==> If! E c
f,g E c => \f + µg EC

e. f

E C, f(x) f 0

Then the collection

for all

6

E

R)

x E X

=>

X

1
f

o}lf E

{{x E xlf(x)

subbase for a topology on
ity

(\,µ

E c.
c} constitutes

a

which satisfies the regularity and normal-

conditions. In particular, it follows that the family of all zero-

sets of a completely regular space is a subbase which satisfies the regularity and normality conditions.
3.1.2. The following theorem (due to J.M. AARTS [l]) statPs that
the existence of a closed subbase which satisfies the regularity and
normality conditions implies complete regularity.
THEOREM. Let

5

be a closed subbase for a space

X

which satisfies

the regularity and normality conditions. Then there exists a Hausdorff
compactification

S(5)X

1. The closures in
subbase for

S(~)X,

of

X

S(5)X

with the following properties:
of the members of

5

form a closed

which satisfies the regularity and normality con-

ditions.
2. Every two disjoint members of

5

have disjoint closures in

s (('5) x.
Another version of this theorem is due to J. DE GROOT and J.M. AARTS
r131. They define the regularity condition in a somewhat different way:
A subbase 5

for the closed sets of a space X satisfies the (e~tended)

Y'e(TulaY'it]I condition if each pair

(x,S) for

x

t

S,

s E 5 is screened by

a finite subcollection of 6 .

THEOREM. Let

6

be a closed subbase for a space X which satisfies the

(extended) regularity and normality conditions. Then there exists a Hausdorff compactification

B(5)X

of

X

(I) Every two disjoint members of

with the property

6

have disjoint closures in

P(5)X.

1)

This proof is due to J. DE GROOT [ 13] . Another way of proving this theorem
was earlier pointed out by J.M. AART3 [1].

4J
SKETCH OF THE PROOF. We conside r the collect ion

6; if

centere d familie s of members of

µ

Such an obtaine d collect ion

of all maxima l

µ

then we define

which interse ct each member of

6

the collect ion of members of

µ E M

M

is called a linked system. If

6

as

µ.
is

is not a
µ
not closed under finite interse ctions, then in general
normal ity condicentere d system. Howeve r, it easily follows from the
tion of

~

that every two members of

Now, let
The collect ion

13(i5)X ={µIµ
{S*IS E Ei}

if we identif y each point
then

X

µ

have non empty interse ction.

and for each

EM}

13(15)X, and

is a subbase for a topolog y on

{s E Eilx E s},

with the linked system

x Ex

becomes a dense subspac e of

iJ}.

SE Ei, S* ={ills E

i3(El)X. For the star operato r, we

n T* = 0 iff
can easily prove the followi ng identit ies: Sc S*, S*
X. Thus, by the
Sn T = 0; Si LJ ••• LJ S~ = i3(15)X iff s 1 U ... U Sn=
that for each
regular ity and normal ity conditi ons of Ei and the fact
that the closure s
SE Ei we have S csi3(15) X c S* l), it easily follows
in

i3(15)X

of the members of

13 (15)X

Ei form a closed subbase of

which

ons. One can prove that
satisfi es the (extend ed) regular ity and normal ity conditi
non empty intereach (maxima l) centere d system of members of Ei* has
section in

i3(15)X. Thus

i3(Ei)X

is a Hausdo rff compac tificati on of

X

.
with the desired proper ties. The theorem now follows
3.1.3. A subbase

Ei

for the closed sets of a space

aounta biZity aonditi on

{x

\ s i s E Ei}

iff each countab le cover of

X
X

has a countab le refinem ent by members of

satisfi es the
by members of
Ei.

the family of all
EXAMPLE 1. In a countab ly paracom pact normal space,
counta bility
closed sets is a closed (sub)ba se which satisfi es the
of all zeroset s
conditi on. In a comple tely regular space, the family
conditi on.
is a closed (sub)ba se which satisfi es the counta bility
countab ly paraPROOF. For the first stateme nt, note that a space is
closed refinecompact iff each countab le open cover has a countab le
et of a space
ment. For the second stateme nt, note that every cozeros
is a countab le union of zerose ts.
es the countEXAMPLE 2. The subbase defined in 3.1.1. Example 3 satisfi
ability conditi on.
1)

not true that S* is
As was pointed out by J. de Groot, in general it is
equal to the closure in 13(15)X of S.
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3.1.4. Recall that if

space

is a family of subsets of a topological

6

o

X, then a centered system

each finite cover of

5

LEMMA. Let

6

by members of

X

is prime iff

~

of members of

contains a member of

IJ .

X which satisfies the

be a closed subbase for a space

regularity, normality and countability conditions. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:

5

(i) Every maximal centered system of members of

with c.i.p.

(countable intersection property) has non empty intersection.
6

(ii) Every prime centered system of members of

with c.i.p.

has non empty intersection.
~

(iii) Every ultrafilter
i.e., X
PROOF. (i)

6

is

~

0J

show that

E).

be a prime centered system of members of
~

with the countable intersection property.

maximal centered system

has c.i.p. is convergent,

relative to

~ 1 -ultracompact

(ii). Let

=>

n <5

~

for which

of members of

is contained in some

E); hence, it suffices to

@ has the countable intersection property.

Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a countable subcollection
{oili=l,2, •.. }

of

with empty intersection. Since

@

{x \

countability condition, the countable cover

I

countable refinement {Sn n=l, 2, ... }
each n = 1, 2, • . . select· an .index
finite cover
Since ~

~n

of

x

satisfies the

(5

G1 li=l,2, ... }

consisting of members of
i

n

such that

S

n

c

X \

is. For
i

n

and

/; 0

since

@

Gi .
n

such that

is prime, for n = 1, 2, ... , there exists

En E ~· Obviously, En n Gi

and a

G.

sn

which screens

by members of

has a

is a centered system, and so

n

En

n Sn= 0. It follows that n {Enln=l,2, ... } = 0. This contradicts

the fact that
(ii)

=>

~

has the cou11tahle inlerseclion property.

(iii). Let

has c.i.p. Obviously,
and by hypothesis

()

fJ

t5 n

is a prime

\'<?

er; n IC))

it is enough to show tha1

r5

contrary, that there exists a
member of

fJ.

Since

{X \

x

be an ullrafil ler in

I

.system that has c. i.p.'

cenl.er.~d

/; 0. l,et us suppose that
is convergent t.o
nei~hboehood

.,; S E: ·.')}

lJ

13 n6

for which

p

En

p. Suppose,

of

p

q;

Oil

n e:.>;
Lhe

which is not a

is a s11 hLa»e for Lh" open sets of
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X, there exists a finite collec tion

s1 ,

E~

..• , Sn

such that

U
Si li=l,2 , ... ,n} c U. Clear ly, V f !j and since
(1 < i < n)
exists i
is closed under finite inters ection s, there
is a membe r of 13 n 6
such that X \ Si ~ !j. It follow s that Si
<0
the fact that p E
which does not conta in p. This contr adicts

P E V =

n {x \

n n 6)

6
be a maxim al center ed system of membe rs of
conta ins the family 0 ,
with c.i.p .; if @ is some ultra filter which
Conse quentl y @ n 6
it follow s that @ n 6 =
then by maxim ality of
O ~ 0, since @ is
has the count able inters ection prope rty. Thus
(iii)

==>

(i).L et

0

o·

o

n

conve rgent.

REMARK. If

6

is a closed subba se for a space

X

which satisf ies the

is a prime (maxim al) center ed system
n 0 consi sts of at most
of membe rs of 6, then it is alway s true that
is a point of x which is
one point . Indeed , if P E n !3 and i f q
such that p E s, q f s
differ ent from p, then there exists sex
' sn } of x by membe rs of ES which
and a finite cover {s1,
(1 < i < n)
exists i
screen s s and q. Since r; is prime , there
s .. Thus s.]. is a
such that s.]. E [S. Obvio usly P E Si and q ~ ].
j.
membe r of !3 which does not conta in q, i.e., q~n!

regul arity condi tion, and if

0

...

called realcorrrpact provid ed
3.1.5 . Recal l that a topolo gi'cal space is
ets with the count able interthat every maxim al center ed family of zeros
. A realco mpac tifica tion
sectio n prope rty has non empty inters ection
conta ins X as a dense
of a space X is a realco mpact space which
subsp ace.
states that the realA well known theore m (of Hewit t and Shiro ta)
ely those spaces which are
compa ct compl etely regul ar spaces are precis
ct of real lines. In parhomeo morph ic with a closed subsp ace of a produ
rable cardin al is realticula r, every metri zable space of non measu
compa ct (see [10]) .
ar space
It is well-k nown that every compl etely regul
a realco mpac tifica tion

ux

(the so called

X

posse sses

Hewit t realco mpac tifica tion
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of

X) w1'th th e f o 11 owing
·
proper t'ies.· 1)

a base for the closed sets of
of

X

x}

is

uX, 2) if a countable family of zerosets

has empty intersection in

empty intersection in

{-zux/z i·s zeroset of

X, then their closures in

uX

have

ux. The following theorem generalizes this result:

3.1.6. THEOREM. Let X be a T1 -space and 6 a closed subbase for X
which satisfies the regularity, normality and countability conditions.
Then there exists a completely regular realcompactification
X

u(5)X

of

with the following properties:
1. The closures in

subbase for

U{6)X

u(6)X

of the members of

6

form a closed

which satisfies the regularity, normality and

countability conditi·ons. Each maximal centered system of members of
this collection with c.i.p. has non empty intersection in
2. If

{si/i=l,2, ... }

is a countable subcollection of

empty intersection, then their closures in
section in

u(5)X.

PROOF. Let

S(6)X = Z

X

by members of

8 =

{U}

6

X

with

have empty inter-

X

de-

the family of all countable covers

6. We will show that

realcompactification of
denote by

u(5)X

be the Hausdorff compactification of

scribed in 3.l.2.Denote by
of

u(6)X.

Y =

n {U

UZ/U E

o}

is a

with the desired properties, which we then

u(15)X. It is obvious that

Y

is a realcompactification of

X, since it is the intersection of a-compact subspaces of

Z

(note

that by virtue of 1.1.2. the property realcompactness is invariant for
the taking of arbitrary intersections).
From the fact that

-z
6

is a closed subbase for

-z
6 n

it easily follows that

Y

Z

(theorem 3.1.2.),

is a closed subbase for

3.1.2. we also easily deduce that

5Y

Y. From

satisfies the regularity and

normality conditions. For the normality condition, note that if
and

Ty

are two disjoint members of

joint members of
5z

§z. Thus a screening of

induces a screening of
Let us verify that

Let

{y \ sy/s E e;1 }

{Y \

E 5}.

sY/s

'i§Y, then

-Y

6

(SY, TY)

and

(Sz, TZ)

by members of

TZ

Sy

are dis-

by members of
5Y.

also satisfies the countability condition,

be a countable cover of

Obviously,

SZ

{x \

s/s E 5 1 }

Y

by members of

is a countable cover of
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X

and since

able closed

a countsatisf ies the count abilit y condi tion, it has
consi sting of membe rs of 15, The specia l
refine ment

6

by membe rs of

Y

a counta ble cover of

immed iately yields that

Z

Y of

defin ition of the subspa ce

For, if
such that

-Y

T

-Y

EX

Tc X \

-Y

-Y

and

z

for some

T

15

-Y

'.t

is

is a refine ment

El:,

S, and so by 3 .1.2. -2

then there
-Ty

c

Y \

-SY.

family of membe rs of
Next, we show that every maxim al center ed
in Y. Let 6 1 be a
posse ssing c.i.p. has non empty inters ection

6-Y1

is a maxim al center ed family of
-Y with the counta ble inters ection prope rty. By compa ctmembe rs of 6
which is in the inters ecness of Z, there exists a point p in z
-z
whenc e it follow s that
tion of 6 1 . It is enough to show that p E Y,
-y
x by membe rs of 6, the
p En 5 1 . For each counta ble cover U. of
-Y
-Y is a counta ble cover of Y by membe rs of 6 . Thus
collec tion U
-Y
membe r S such that
by maxim ality of 6 1 , each U.. contai ns a
o}, i.e.,
Sy E 6~, which implie s that p E sz. Thus p En {U Uz!U E
subco llectio n of

6

such that

61

be a counta ble subco llectio n of

PE Y.
PROOF OF 2. Let

15

with empty

which has a
y
by membe rs of 15. The const ructio n of
counta ble refine ment
-Y
is a cover of Y. Thus the inters ection
immed iately yields that l:
1
T E '.l: there exists s E 15
n {Y \ 1?!T E :t} is empty . For each
-Y
s c X\ T and also sy c Y \ T ,
such that Tc X \ s which implie s
1
y Of the membe rs of 15 have
and so we conclu de that the closur es in
inters ection . Then

{x \

sis E (51 }

is a cover of

X

x

empty inters ection in
3. I . 7. REMARKS.
is change d into

Y. This compl etes the proof of the theore m.

word regul arity
0. The same theore m remain s true when the
of this is con(exten ded) regul arity condi tion. The proof

tained in [30].
(coun table) inters ection s
is a subbas e which is closed under finite
possib le. (This is the case when
then a differ ent const ructio n of u(l5)X is
r space .)
15 is the family of all zero-s ets of a compl etely regula

I. If

15

center ed system s of
We consid er the collec tion of all maxim al
prope rty. Those cenmembe rs of 6 with the counta ble inters ection
serve as new points and are
tered system s which have empty inters ection

added to the space

X. By choosing a suitable topology for.the enlarged

space, an extension

X*

is obtained, from which we easily prove that

it satisfies the conditions 1. and 2. of the previous theorem.
The results in the next section yield a method to prove that
homeomorphic with

U(E))X; hence

of the realcompactness of

X*

X*

X*

is

is realcompact. (A direct proof

seems difficult).

The above method of extension of a space

X

to a space

X*

was

carried out by ALO and SHAPIRO (2]. However, they did not presuppose
any separation condition on

6

and so their construction did not yield

a realcompactifi.cation method.
2. If 6

is closed under countable intersections, then a slightly

stronger version of condition 2. of the previous theorem is satisfied.
For each countable subcollection

{siJi=l,2, .•• }

n {sili=l,2, •.. } = n {sili=l,2, .•• f
PROOF. If

n {sili=l,2, •.. } c S.

Let

p

(-denoting the closure in

6

there exist

p

E n {Ti I1 ~

i ~ k}

n

{sili=l,2, •.• }

nn

n n {Ti 11

and
{Till

n

n {sili=~,2, .•. }

be a point of
p ~

suppose, on the contrary, that

i=l,2, ••• }

ES, we have
u(E))X).

n {sili=l,2, •.. }, then it is sufficient to prove that

S =

condition of

of

S.

According to the regularity

T1 , ••• , Tk

E6

{Ti 1 ~ i ~ k}

I

~i ~k}

=

and

0,

such that

nS

=

0.

but we do have

Now,
p

En

{sil

~ i ~ k}. This contradicts condition 2 of the

previous theorem.
3. If the subbase

6

satisfies the condition that each maximal cen-

tered family of members of

6

with the countable intersection proper-

ty has non empty intersection, then u (6)X = X.
PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that
61c6

by the condition 61 = {s E 6IP

Of the previous theorem, the collection
of members of

6

Thus by 3.1.4.
there exists
s E

6i•

S

p E u(5)X \ X = Y \ X. Define

Es}.

According to condition 2.

e

1 is a prime centered system
with the countable intersection property.

n s1
E5

~

0.

q

If

such that

this contradicts

q

En e1 , then obviously p ~
p E S and q i S. However,

En 6 1 •

q, and
since
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with 3.1.4 . yields the
3.1.8 . The third remark in 3.1.7 . togeth er
mpact ness.
follow ing intrin sic chara cteriz ation of realco
THEOREM. A

is a realco mpact compl etely regul ar space
gy
exists a closed subba se 6 for its topolo
X

T 1 -space

if and only if there

count abilit y condi tions,
that satisf ies the regul arity, norma lity and
each maxim al center ed family
and moreo ver satisf ies the condi tion that
of membe rs of

with c.i.p. has non empty inters ection .

(5

three condi tions,
REMARK. Under the hypot heses of the first
is equiv alent with

X

is

~ 1 -ultracompact

the latter

(5.

relati ve to

satisf ies the strong
E5 is a closed subba se for X, then IS
ed by a
re gu lari ty condi ti0n iff each s E E5 and x f:. s are screen
satisf ies the strong
cover of x consi sting of two membe rs of EJ. E5
3.1.9 . If

norma lity condi tion iff each two disjo int membe rs of
consi sting of two membe rs of

X

by a cover of

(5

are screen ed

E).

is a closed base and not only a subba se, then
B are
strong regul arity and strong norma lity of

E5

Note that if
the condi tions of

arity and base-n ormal ity
equiv alent to the condi tions of base- regul
rmore , note that the family
introd uced in Chapt er II Sectio n 2. Furthe
is a closed (sub)b ase which
of zeros ets of a compl etely regul ar space
norma lity condi tions.
satisf ies the strong regul arity and strong
t statin g that a
The follow ing theore m gener alizes the resul
for each maxim al center ed
compl etely regul ar space is realco mpact iff
c.i.p ., the inters ection
family '.i) of cozer osets for which ':t) has
2.2.8 .
is non empty . See also theore ms 2.1.2 . and

n '.i)

THEOREM. Let

15

be a compl emente d

1)

closed subba se for a space

x

norma lity, and count abiwhich satisf ies the strong regul arity, strong
{x \ sis E 15}.
lity condi tions. Denot e by U. the collec tion
Then the follow ing statem ents are equiv alent:
1 of membe rs of
1. For each maxim al center ed system

u

u1

which

n

u1

l) A subbas e

~

5

U

for

have
has the count able inters ection prope rty, we

0.
is called

complemented if

S E

G implie s X \ S E 15.
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2. Each maximal centered system of members of

15 which satisfies

the countable intersection property has non empty intersection.

PROOF. 1

2. Let

==>

E)

be a maximal centered system of members of 6 with

I

the countable intersection property. Let U' be the collection
consisting of all U E U for which there exists S E 6

such that

Finally, let U 1 be a maximal centered family of members of
U that contains U'. We will show that u1 has c.i.p. whence it

SC U.

follows that

n

ii 1 # 0

contrary, {Ui

I

i=l,2, ••. } is a countable subcollection of

and also

empty intersection. Since

6

n 6 1 # 0. Assume that, on the

u1

with

is complemented, by virtue of the

countability condition for 6, there exists a countable refinement
{S

n

I

n=l,2, ... }

of the cover {X \ u.li=l,2, •.• }. By maximality of
i

6 1 there are indices m and j such that S E 6 1 and S n U. = 0.
III
III
J
Let (S 1 ,s 2 ) be a two element screening of the pair (Sm'~)
(s 1 ,s 2 E6). Then, by definition, X \ s 2 is a member of U1 which
does not intersect

U .. This is impossible, and it proves the first
J

part of the theorem.
2

==>

1. Let

u,1

be a maximal centered system of members of

suppose that condition 1. is satisfied. Let

x

which contains the collection

~

U, and

be some ultrafilter in

u 1 ; we shall prove that

an 6

sat is-

fies the countable intersection property. Then by lemma 3.1.4., it follows that

~

is convergent, and in particular it follows that

Let us suppose that
~

n6

I

i

with empty intersection. Then the family

obviously is a countable cover of
bility condition for

n ul

X

{x\

s.li=l,2, ... }
i

which, by virtue of the counta-

6, possesses a countable refinement

~ = {T.
l

i=l,2, •.. }

by members of

6. Since u 1
ul.

I

satisfies the countable inter-

section property, there exists a natural number
intersects each member of

i 0.

is a countable subcollection of

{ s. i=l, 2, •.. }

k

such that

Tk
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1

Select a natura l number

c

Tk

such that

X\

s1 .

Since

6

satis-

S and T E 6 such
fies the strong norma lity condit ion, there exists
U T = X. Obviou sly,
that Tk c T, s 1 c S, T n s 1 = 0, S n Tk = 0, S
s 1 c X \ T EU n l3 = U1 and X \ T n Tk = 0. This, howeve r contra
proof
the
of
1 . Thus
dicts the fact that Tk inters ects each member

u

of the theorem is comple te.
REMARK. Observ e that in the proof of 2

=:;:>

1 we do not use that

6

is comple mented .

U(6)X

2. MAXIMALITY OF

which states that
3.2.1. The follow ing theorem genera lizes the result
X into a comple tely
a contin uous map of a comple tely regula r space
the Hewitt realcom regula r space Y has a contin uous extens ion over
pactif icatio ns of
X

THEOREM. Let

X
and

(cf. [10]).

Y

and

be T1 -space s, and suppos e that 6 and '.t
X and Y, respec tively , which satisf y the

Y

are closed subbas es for

If f
regula rity, norma lity, and counta bility condit ions.
ty that
(contin uous) map from X into Y with the proper
T E '.t, then there exists a contin uous extens ion

for each

which carrie s

u(6)X

into

is a
f- 1 (T) E 6
f*

of

u('.t}Y.

closur es in
PROOF. If no confus ion is possib le, then we denote
and

u (X)Y

Let

p

collec tion

:r1

T

for which

:r1
p E

the subcol lecf- 1 (T). The

has the counta ble inters ection proper ty, for if
and
is a counta ble subco llectio n of

i=l 2, ... } = 0, then
3.1.6. we also have
p

U(6}X. Denote by

consis ting of those sets

(rili= l,2, ..• }

since

U(6)X

by the symbol

be an arbitr ary point of

tion of:t

f

n{f

-1

(Ti)li =l,2, ... }=0. Accord ing to theorem
<Ti> i=l, 2, ... } = 0, which is imposs ible

-1--

n {

I

must belong to this set. The center ed system

:r1

is also a
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prime centered system. Indeed, if
~

collection of

{~)
j

which is a cover of

lk=l,2, ... ,n}

(1 2_ j 2_ n)

{Tklk=l,2, ... ,n}

is a cover of

such that

oCJ::)Y, then the collection
u(6)X. Hence, there exists

p E f-l(Tj), and we have

virtue of 3.1.4. and 3.1.6., we can define
f*: u(6)X

is a finite sub-

f*(p)

Tl E ~ 1 .
n ~ 1 . The

By
mapping

~ u(~)Y

is an extension of f, for if p EX, then we have
f(p) En {TE XIP E f- 1 (T)} = n {TE ilP E f-l(T)} = f*(p). Therefore
it remains to show that
point of
of

~

of

f*

u(6)X

f*

such that

such that.

f*(x) E

is continuous. Let

be an arbitrary

f*(x) E uCJ::)Y, and let
U(~Y\

T

be some member

T. In order to prove the continuity

it suffices to show that there exists a neighborhood of

which is mapped into

\l

CJ::)Y \

T

collection {uCJ::)Y \TIT E ~}
Since f*(x) ~ T

... ' T~(i)}
= 1, 2,

intersect

by

f*

(note that by 3 .1.6, the

a decomposition of

u(~Y).

T

into

G
G
1' ' ' ·' n
is screened by a finite cover

(f*(x),G.)
1

U(~Y by members of ~. For each

of

x

is a subbase for the open sets of

there exists

such that each pair

j

x

i, let

T~,

be the elements of this collection which do not

.•• ' k(i)
x .

Define

U=

n {u(6)X

\

U is a neighborhood

Then

1

.

U {f- (T~)ll
J
of

x

< j

-

< k(i)}l1 < i

-

-

< n}.

-

which is mapped into

u(~Y \ T

by

f*. This completes the proof of the theorem.
3.2.2. An obvious modification of the proof of the foregoing theorem
yields the following more general result (this generalizes a result
of ENGELKING [ 4) ) :
THEOREM. Let
subbase of

and Y be T1 -spaces and suppose that ~ is a closed
which satisfies the regularity, normality and countability

X
Y

conditions. If
to

Y

such that

collection

f

is a continuous map from a dense subset

n

{clX(f- 1 (Ti))I i=l,2, ... } =

{Til i=l,2, ... }

of

~

0

Z

of

X

in-

for each countable sub-

with empty intersection in

Y, then
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has a conti nuous exten sion which carri es

f

X

into

u(X)Y .

a close d subba se for
and coun tabili ty cond itions .
X which satis fies the regul arity , norm ality
ructe d in theore m 3.1.6 . is
The exten sion u(15)X of X which is const
is any exten sion of X
essen tially uniqu e in the sense that if µ('5)X
then there exist s a homeo morsatisf ying· cond ition s 1. and 2. of 3.1.6 .,
X point wise fixed .
phism of V(E))X onto µ(15)X which leave s
if every maxim al cente red
Furth ermor e, we have µ((5)X = X if and only
empty inter secti on.in X.
famil y of memb ers of 15 with c.i.p . has non

3.2.3 . COROLLARY. Let

3.2.4 . EXAMPLE. If

X be a

T1 -spac e and

15

subba se
X is a Linde lof space , then for each close d

and coun tabili ty cond itions .
which satis fies the regul arity , norm ality
gener ally hold in arbit rary
we have \)((15)X = X. This statem ent does noi
ete space of cardi nal > ~O'
realco mpac t space s. Indee d, if X is a di2cr
point s and compl ement s of
then let 15 be the colle ction of singl eton
that 15 satis fies all condi singl eton µoint s in X. It is easy to see
with the one point comp actitions requi red and V((5)X is homeo morph ic

(5

ficat ion of

X.

l space s

of topol ogica
3.2.5 . THEOREM. Let {x a la E.A} be a colle ction
is a close d subba se
A, 15
and X = n{x a la E A}. Suppo se that for a E
a
tabili ty

and coun
which satis fies the regul arity , norm ality
X
a
cond itions .
-1
sets n (C), wher e' n a is
Then the colle ction 15 consi sting of the
a
inate space and C a member
coord
a'th
the
onto
ction
proje
al
natur
the
satis fies the regul arity ,
of 6a' is a close d subba se for X which
ermor e, rr{v(5 a )X a la EA}
norm ality and coun tabili ty cond itions . Furth
for

is homeo morph ic with

\I

(6)X l).

d subba se for X which
PROOF. One easil y verif ies that 15 is a close
tabili ty cond itions .
satis fies the regul arity , norm ality and coun
l) In fact we prove even more, namel y, that there exist s a homeomorphism
which leave s X pointw ise fixed .
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By 3.2.1., for each
of

na

a E A, there exists a continuous extension

which carries

rr{u(6a)xala EA}

U{(5)X

into

u((5a)Xa. Define

by the conditions

(i*(x))a

= n~(x)

3.2.2. gives a method to extend the inclusion map
U{6)X

i*: u((5)X
j

+

(a EA). Theorem
of

X

into

to a continuous mapping

position map

j*

0

j*: rr{u(5 )X la E A} + u((5)X. The coma a
has the property that it leaves the dense set X

i*

pointwise fixed. Consequently

j*

By applying the same argument to

0

i*

is the identity map of

i * • j*

u((5)X,

the theorem now fol lows,

3. GENERALIZED LINDELOF SPACES

3.3.1. Let

6

be a subbase for the closed sets of a topological space

is called a Lir,delof suhbase for

6

X

if it has the following properties:

1. 6

satisfies the strong regularity condition

2. 6

satisfies the normality condition

3. Each cantered family of members of

6

with the countable inter-

section property has non empty intersection.
A space

X is called a generialized Lindell:Jf spaae provided that there

exists a Lindelof subbase for its closed sets.

3.3.2. THEOREM. a) Every regular Lindelof space is a generalized Lindelof space, b) every topological product of generalized Lindelof spaces
is a generalized Lindelof space, c) every discrete space of cardinal
<

~

is a generalized Lindelof space.

PROOF. a), If

X

is a regular Lindelof space, then the family of all

closed subsets and the family of all zerosets are examples of Lindelof
subbases for

X. Thus

b). Suppose that

{x

a

X

Ia

is a generalized Lindelof space.

E A}

X.

is a collection of generalized Lindelof
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for

X

and let
-1

a

the form

be a Lindel of subbas e
a EA, let 6
a
a
15 be the subbas e for X consis ting of all sets of

X = n{x la EA}. For

spaces and

TI

a

(C), where

TI

a member of

C

coordi nate space and

a'th

is the natura l projec tion into the

a

15

ISa· It is easy to see that

a subco llectio n of 15
satisf ies condit ions 1. and 2, Now, let 15' be
show that n 15' ~ 0.
with the counta ble inters ection proper ty; we will
For
TI

S

a

a E A, let

15'
a

for which

s E

consis ting of the sets

be the subco llectio n of
ES'.

satisf ies the counta ble inters ection profor each a E A.
perty and, by assump tion, there exists p a E n ES'a
pa is in the interThe point p of X whose a'th coordi nate is
It is easy to see that

a

<5' •

sectio n of
c).Le t

ES f

cardinal..:_~,

be a discre te space of

n

is a subset of the real numbe rs. If
the form

{x Enix> a},

(a ER), then

ES

ES

{x Enix< a},

we may suppos e that

n

is the collec tion of subset s of
{x

Enix~ a},

{x Enix..: _ a}

n.

is a Lindel of subbas e for the space

is a realcom pact com3.3.3. THEOREM. Every genera lized Lindel of space
pletel y regula r space.
space X.
be a Lindel of subbas e for the closed sets of a
and norma lity condit ions,
It is obviou s that 15 satisf ies the regula rity
prove that 15 satishence X is comple tely regula r by 3.1.2. We shall
s from 3.1 8. that X
fies the counta bility condit ion, whence it follow

PROOF. Let

15

is realco mpact. Let
suppos e that

Si E ES

{ x \ s l.. I i =1 , 2 •••• }
for

i

= 1,

X and

be a counta ble cover of

2, ... . For fixed

i

= 1, 2,

.•.

and

by membe rs of

{si,Ti } be a two elemen t cover of X
p p
is an open
Ex}
Ei which screen s p and Si. The collec tion {x \Ti
,p
1
ln=l,2 , ... }
\ Tpn
cover of X which has a counta ble subcov er {x
of subbas e). The col(Using the dual of 3. of the defini tion of Lindel
for each

p, let

IP

{si li,n=l ,2, ... } is a counta ble refinem ent of
pn
i=l,2, ... } and consis ts of membe rs of ES.

lectio n

{x \

S 1.

I
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3.3.4. THEOREM. Let

X

be a countably paracompact normal space and

suppose that there exists a subbase

6

for the closed sets which

satisfies only the condition that every maximal centered system of
members of

6

satisfying c.i.p. has non empty intersection. Then

X

is realcompact.
PROOF. This is obvious from 2.2.3. and 2.2.8.
PROBLEM. The foregoing theorems in this section show that most of our
known realcompact spaces are also generalized Lindelof spaces. Professor de Groot has raised the question whether every realcompact completely

regular

space is a generalized Lindelof space. Up to the present

we have not succeeded in solving this problem and thus in generalizing
theorem 3.1.8.
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